School Without Walls seniors have completed 10 pages of their Senior Paper Project and we need volunteers to read provide feedback!

Program.

young professionals at the World Bank Group, is excited to launch the 2021 Climate Ambassador Program.

networks, and jumpstart a career in public service.

Cleveland's public sector, providing them an opportunity to develop their skills, enhance their
careers in the natural resources industry? B

UDC Master Naturalists Certificate Program

"For last year's words belong to last year's language and next
year's words await another voice. And to make an end is to
make a beginning."

― T.S. Eliot

I am trying to make a living, and at the same time keep alive.

You can buy a horse, but you cannot buy a ride.

"If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps
he meets a God that his companions have not met."

― Henry David Thoreau

You can never get a second chance to make a first impression.

― Bob Proctor

One thing that's making me happy now -- for so many reasons -- is
It is okay to feel hopeful and to take a deep breath.

we have done together. Remember the good stuff.

As the days go by it is easy to forget how much you have accomplished and how much
help. And be of help wherever you can.

in spite of it all, you have found ways to go beyond surviving it and have found some
academic, emotional, intellectual, civic, and social connections. And yet here we are and
continental U.S.

Think about all you have managed to do this year -- classes are online; we spend hours
congratulate yourself and your loved ones on your resilience and your persistence.

As you reflect on the past year and talk with family and friends, remember to
Now is the time to rest, reflect, and remind ourselves that we are resilient!

almost done!

Here we are at the close of a very challenging year and semester. Hang in there, you're
Friends

Wishing you loving and peaceful holidays and a healthy and enlightening new year.
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